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This product is not a toy. It is not recommended for use by children under 14 unless supervised.
The Gaugemaster Value Pack: Congratulations on your purchase of this Gaugemaster Value Pack.
With the equivalent of three standard Gaugemaster lamp packs contained within each Value Pack they offer a
considerable saving - and just one of these packs contains enough lamps for many smaller stations.
This Value Pack includes standard-type lamps, wall lamps and even soft warm-white lamps for inside each
building, so it really is the best possible way for you to add the realism of accurate lighting to your models. If
you need more, then lamps are also available in 3-packs (standard-type lamps) or 2-packs (wall lamps)
About these Lamps: All lamps in this range have been carefully created using original drawings. We are
                              
                             
the traditional lamp styles so that the warm soft lighting of the real thing has been preserved too.
Planning the installation - Modern: Our highly realistic “Modern lamps” have a continuous adjustment ability.
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depending on use (e.g. car park or platform), move the base moulding high on the shaft, add a small smear
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Planning the installation - Traditional:            &       
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extension base for platform use, or you can choose to use either of the extensions for use beside footbridges
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lamps, these were most often retained in yards and are usually set higher using the bases.
How many to use?    /  7::         %   ;      
Powering these lamps: A lower voltage is required to achieve the soft, warm lighting of the originals. We
recommend the Gaugemaster WM2 - a low voltage wall mounted Power Supply. The WM2 output is 9v DC so it
is also suitable for the warm white LEDs also included in some packs.
You may of course use other wall-plug power supplies rated from 3~12v DC with equal success if their power
delivery ability is also OK, but please do NOT use uncontrolled AC outputs from your controller.
Connecting your lamps: Always use the small control PCBs provided, as they will ensure long life and realistic
light levels. Failure to do so may cause the lamps to overheat, causing damage or failure.
There may be two types of Mini-PCB in your lamp pack if it also contains building-light LEDs. If so, they will be
clearly marked for LED or LAMP. Use the correct PCB for your application. Each small PCB has 3 solder pads
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Stripping the lamp wires:               =          
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We strongly recommend that each joint is insulated with heat-shrink. We also strongly recommend that you plan
your wiring so that wire joints are also anchored/supported close to the lamp itself so that there is no undue strain
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This product is not a toy. It is not recommended for use by
children under the age of 14 unless supervised by an adult.

This product is not a toy. It is not recommended for use by
children under the age of 14 unless supervised by an adult.

About these lamps: All lamps in this range have been carefully
                  
original lamps we have used the best possible materials and we
chose to use incandescent lamps for the traditional lamp styles so
that the warm soft lighting of the real thing was preserved.
Planning the installation: Our highly realistic “Modern Lamps”
have a continuous adjustment ability. Plan the heights depending
on use (example car park or platform), move the base moulding
high on the shaft, add a small smear of PVA or similar beow the
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to dry then mount. Colouring of base and details is best done by
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Our traditional lamps all have prototypical “Extension bases”. Use
them without any base for platform use, or choose either of the
extensions for use beside footbridges or access stairways etc. If
you have oil lamps, these were most often retained in yards and
are usually set higher using the bases.
How many to use?   / 7::     
Powering these lamps: Only low voltage is required to achieve
the soft lighting of the originals. We recommend Gaugemaster
WM2 – a reasonably priced low voltage wall mount power supply.
The WM2 output is 9 volts DC so it is also suitable for the warm
white LEDs included in some packs.
You may of course use any wall plug power supply from 3-12v DC
with equal success but please do not use uncontrolled AC outputs
from your controller.
Connecting your lamps: Always use the small control PCBs provided, which ensure long life and realistic light levels. Failure to do
so may cause the lamps to overheat, causing damage or failure.
There may be two types of Mini-PCB in your lamp pack if it also
contains building-light LEDs. If so, they will be clearly marked for
LED or LAMP. Use the correct PCB for your application.
Each small PCB has 3 solder pads giving you a choice of three
different light levels via different resistor values. Experiment with
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Stripping the lamp wires:          
enamelled wire. You can strip this wire easily by scraping, dipping
             
We recommend that each joint is insulated with heat-shrink. We
strongly recommend that you plan the wiring so that wire joints are
also anchored close to the lamp so that there is no undue strain on
                 

Using these lighting control PCBs: The control PCB has clearly
marked, separate connections for Lamps or LEDs. As a guide, at
9v input you may connect up to 12 LEDs and 6 Lamps to a PCB.
If you use higher voltages reduce the limit to 6 LEDs and 4 Lamps.
Power Supply Choice: This control PCB is able to use a wide
range of DC input voltages however the lamps themselves will draw
less current and look more realistic at 6~9v, so we reccomend that
you use a 9v power supply such as the Gaugemaster WM2.
        Looking at the PCB you will see
a small blue device with a screw adjustment. This is a multi-turn
potentiometer with more then 20 turns from low to high, so you can
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enamelled wire. You can strip this wire easily by scraping, dipping
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